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Questions

What state of matter is Oobleck?

Does temperature effect the way that objects sink?

Do heavier objects sink faster in Oobleck?

Can you use different ingredients besides water to make 
Oobleck?

Does the distance drop effect the way the objects sink?



Research

• Non-Newtonian fluids are the simplest mathematical models of 
fluids that account for viscosity.

• When pressure is applied, it becomes a solid.

•When pressure decreases, it becomes a liquid.

•Some examples of Non-Newtonian fluids are Oobleck, Quicksand,
Silly Putty, Cheese, Butter, and Toothpaste.



Isaac Newton

• Isaac Newton was born in January 4, 1643, in Lincolnshire, England.
•When Newton was in college, he studied optics, which is the study of sight and the 
behavior of light.
•He was a physicist and mathematician.

• He was the founder of calculus.

• He was elected for president for the Royal Society.
•He discovered the colors of light and the way they refract.
•He built the first ever reflecting telescope. He improved it by using his theory of 
colors.
•He has contributed many theories that are used in modern science today.



Hypothesis

Does the temperature change the way 
objects sink or float in Oobleck?
Person 1 thinks that in room temperature 
Oobleck the objects are going to float. 
With the frozen temperature Oobleck, the 
objects that float normally will sink.

Person 2 thinks that in room temperature 
Oobleck the objects are going to sink 
faster. With the frozen temperature 
Oobleck the objects that normally sink, will 
float.



Materials

•32 Oz of corn starch
•Ruler
•24 Fl Oz of water
•Food dye (for color)
•Dice

•Paper clip
•Marble
•Measuring tape
•One Tub



Research
Distance Drop Marble Ping Pong Ball Dice Paper Clip

1 ft Room Temp Sank slowly Floats Sank Sank

3 ft Room Temp Sank very slow Floats Sank Sank

5 ft Room Temp Floats Floats Float Sank

1 ft Cold Temp Sank fast Float sank Sank

3 ft Cold Temp Sank fast float float sank

5 ft Cold Temp Float float float sank



Results

• Person 1 Dropped the objects with person 2 
recording the observations.

• Person 1 and Person 2 dropped different 
objects such as a marble, ping pong ball, 
paperclip and dice. Each object was dropped 
at different heights one foot, three feet, and 
five feet.

• The experiment was done on 2/2/22 at 2pm

• Once the results were recorded for the room 
temperature oobleck then person 1 and 
person 2 put it in the freezer for thirty 
minutes.

• When the oobleck became frozen person 1 
and person 2 repeated the experiment.



Conclusion

•Person 1 and Person 2 concluded that there were a few differences in the 
way that the objects fell between the room temperature and the frozen 
temperature.

•For the marble there were some differences between the 
room temperature and frozen temperature. Person 1 notice that it 
sank slower in the room temperature and faster in the frozen temperature.

•For the ping pong ball there was no difference between the room 
temperature and the frozen temperature.



Conclusion 
continued

For the dice, Person 
1 and Person 2 notice 
that it floated near the 

surface in room 
temperature oobleck 

and it sank in the frozen 
temperature.

For the paper clip there 
was no difference 

between room 
temperature oobleck 

and frozen 
temperature oobleck. It 

sank every time.

Person 1 and Person 
2 conclude that objects 
sink differently because 
of the weight difference, 

and the 
temperature didn't 

really affect the objects.

Person 1 hypothesis was 
wrong. Person 2 

hypothesis was wrong.
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